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ELECTRON TERMS AND RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGEINVOLVING OXYGEN ATOMS AND IONSA. V. Kosarim *, B. M. SmirnovInstitute for High Temperatures, Russian Aademy of Siene127412, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 17 May 2005The eletron terms are onstruted for oxygen dimer ions at large ion�atom distanes with aounting for aertain sheme of summation of eletron moments on the basis of a hierarhy of various ion�atom interations.Beause the number of interation types exeeds that in the Hund sheme, the realisti hierarhy of interationsand orresponding quantum numbers of the diatomi ion are outside the Hund oupling sheme. Eletron termsare evaluated for the oxygen dimer ion in the ase where the ground and �rst exited states of an atom andan ion belong to the respetive valene eletron shells p4 and p3 and orrespond to the range of separationsthat determine the ross setions of resonant harge exhange in plasma. These eletron terms allow us toalulate the partial and average ross setions for resonant harge exhange involving an oxygen ion and atomin the ground and �rst exited states in the range of ollision energies that is of interest for oxygen plasma.Peuliarities of eletron terms of the oxygen ion dimer and the ross setion of eletron transfer are analyzed.PACS: 31.25.-v, 34.20.Mq, 34.70.+e1. INTRODUCTIONIn slow ollision proesses, eletrons follow hangesof atomi �elds, and therefore the ross setion of aslow ollision proess is determined by the behavior ofeletron terms for the quasimoleule onsisting of theolliding atomi partiles. Below, we onsider the res-onant harge exhange proessesO+(2p3)(4S;2D;2P ) +O(2p4)(3P;1D;1S)!! O(2p4)(3P;1D;1S) +O+(2p3)(4S;2D;2P ) (1)at low ollision veloities ompared to those of valeneeletrons. Beause the ross setion of resonant hargeexhange is large in omparison with a typial atomiross setion, i.e., the eletron transfer proeeds at largedistanes between olliding partiles, the analysis ofeletron terms is required at large ion�atom distanes,where various types of interations may be separated.The harater of oupling of eletron moments maybe onstruted on the basis of the Hund ouplingsheme [1�3℄ that onsists in analyzing the hierarhyof interations in the quasimoleule, whih also allowsone to determine the quasimoleule quantum numbers.*E-mail: kosarim�mail.ru

Beause the potentials of di�erent interations dependon distanes between atomi partiles, the ouplingsheme and quantum numbers of the quasimoleule anvary with a hange of distanes between atomi parti-les. Therefore, for the analysis of ollision proesses,the relative trajetory of partile motion an be on-veniently divided into several parts suh that a ertaintype of oupling of eletron moments is realized in eahpart [4�7℄. The transition between di�erent ouplingshemes leads to a hange of quantum numbers of ol-liding partiles.The proesses under onsideration are of impor-tane for a nonequilibrium dissoiating oxygen plasma,in partiular, for the atmospheri plasma at altitudesabove 100 km. Indeed, oxygen is atomi partially atthese altitudes due to the oxygen dissoiation under theation of Sun's radiation. Beause the ross setion ofresonant harge exhange signi�antly exeeds the rosssetions of other proesses, inluding elasti ollisionsof atoms and moleules, the resonant harge exhangeproess determines the mobility of ions in this plasmaand the parameters of other transport proesses involv-ing ions. Oxygen atoms and ions are in the ground andlowest exited eletron states, and the ross setionsof resonant harge exhange depends on these states.714



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005 Eletron terms and resonant harge exhange : : :Beause the distribution over these states at a givenpoint of spae depends on external onditions, mea-surement of the mobility for oxygen ions in di�erenteletron states at this point allows us to determine theatom distribution over the lowest eletron states at thespei�ed point. Hene, determination of the ross se-tions of resonant eletron transfer for oxygen atoms andions in di�erent states has an applied interest.The �rst stage of determination of the ross se-tions is the onstrution of eletron terms of the quasi-moleule, whih an be done on the basis of the stan-dard Mulliken sheme of moment summation [1℄. Thissheme inludes three types of interations in the quasi-moleule: Ve, the eletrostati interation, whih is re-sponsible for the energy splitting at di�erent angularmomentum projetions on the moleule axis; Æf , whihorresponds to the spin�orbit interation and other rel-ativisti interations; and Vrot, the rotational energy orCoriolis interation, whih aounts for the interationbetween the orbital and spin eletron momenta withthe rotation of the moleular axis. Depending on theratio between these interation energies, one an on-strut six ases of Hund oupling [1�3℄, eah of whihorresponds to a ertain sheme of moment summationand is haraterized by ertain quantum numbers of thediatomi moleule. These ases an be used as modelones for the analysis of some transitions in atomi ol-lisions [6�8℄.This general sheme may be used for the anal-ysis of the resonant harge exhange proess involv-ing an ion and an atom with non�lled eletron shellswhen di�erent shemes are possible for oupling ofeletron moments and, orrespondingly, the resonantharge exhange proess is entangled with other pro-esses (rotation of eletron moments, transitions be-tween �ne struture states) in di�erent ways. Nev-ertheless, the eletron exhange and other transitionproesses usually orrespond to di�erent trajetory seg-ments, whih allows separating the exhange proessfrom other proesses. It is therefore neessary to usethe orret sheme of angular momentum oupling inthe quasimoleule onsisting of the olliding ion andatom. The analysis of the resonant harge exhangefor halogens [9, 10℄ shows that the real harater of an-gular momentum oupling orresponds to none of theHund ases beause the number of di�erent intera-tions is greater than that used in the standard sheme.Nevertheless, a general onept of onstruting eletronterms of a quasimoleule on the basis of the interationhierarhy remains valid and underlies the analysis.Thus, the goal of this paper is to �nd the haraterof oupling for the oxygen diatomi ion O+2 at large dis-

tanes between the nulei on the basis of onstrutionof an interation hierarhy in this quasimoleule. Thisallows us to evaluate the partial and average ross se-tions of resonant harge exhange in the ase of oxygenfor the lowest state of the eletron shells. Solution ofthis problem also gives a general sheme for determi-nation of the ross setion of resonant harge exhangefor ion and atom with non�lled eletron shells.2. HIERARCHY OF ION�ATOMINTERACTIONS FOR OXYGENWe determine the ross setions of proesses (1) onthe basis of the asymptoti theory [11�13℄, i.e., as aresult of expansion of the ross setion with respet toa small parameter, the ratio of the typial atomi sizeto the typial distane of eletron transfer. This theoryuses a large eletron transfer ross setion ompared tothe typial atomi ross setion at low veloities, and its�rst stage is the evaluation of the eletron terms for thequasimoleule onsisting of olliding partiles. We �nda hierarhy of interations at large distanes betweenO+(2p3) and O(2p4) and then the eletron terms of thissystem and quantum numbers for the desription of themoleular ion states.Based on the experiene for the halogen ase [9, 10℄,as the basis ion�atom interations at large distanesR, we use the �ne spin�orbit interation for O+(2p3)and O(2p4) and the quadrupole interation of the ionharge with the atom quadrupole moment. In this ap-proximation, the Hamiltonian of the moleular ion atlarge distanes between the nulei is given byĤ = �aL̂ � Ŝ� b̂l � ŝ� eQ̂R3 : (2)This is valid for light atoms in the ase of the LS ou-pling sheme for atoms and ions; here, L̂ is the operatorof the angular atom momentum, Ŝ is the atom spin op-erator, l̂ is the operator of the angular ion momentum,ŝ is the ion spin operator, and Q̂ is the quadrupolemoment operator for the atom, and we take the inter-ation of a positively harged ion with the quadrupolemoment of valene eletrons into aount.The parameters of the spin�orbit interation of anoxygen atom and its ion are given by a = 77� 2 m�1for the atom state 3P , b = 8:4 m�1 for the oxygen ionstate 2D, and b = 0:7 m�1 for the ion state 2P [14, 15℄.Beause a typial value of the ion�atom exhange in-teration potential is several m�1, we an ignore the�ne splitting of levels in the last ase. Correspondingly,the matrix elements for the spin�orbit interation areequal to [3, 16, 17℄715



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005hML;MS jL̂ � ŜjML;MSi =MLMS ;hML;MS jL̂ � ŜjML + 1;MS � 1i = hML + 1;MS � 1jL̂ � ŜjML;MSi == 12p(L+ jMLj+ 1)(L� jMLj)(S + jMSj)(S � jMS j+ 1);hML;MS jL̂ � ŜjML � 1;MS + 1i = hML � 1;MS + 1jL̂ � ŜjML;MSi ==p(L+ jMLj)(L� jMLj+ 1)(S + jMS j+ 1)(S � jMS j); (3)
where L and ML are the atom orbital momentum andits projetion onto the moleular axis, S and MS arethe atom spin and its projetion on the moleular axis.For the matrix elements of the ion spin�orbit intera-tion, we have idential expressions.We onsider the quadrupole interation between anion and an oxygen atom, whih in this ase orrespondsto the seond expansion term of the ion harge�valeneeletron interatione2R �� e2jR� rj� :This respets to the small parameter r=R, where r isthe valene eletron oordinate in its atom, R is thedistane between the ion of harge e and the atom nu-leus, and an average is taken over the wave funtionof the valene eletron. The quadrupole moment of anindividual eletron is then given by [18℄q = 2 
r2P2 os �� = 2 le(le + 1)� 3m2(2le � 1)(2le + 3) r2; (4)where r; � are spherial oordinates of the valene ele-tron and le;m are the orbital momentum of this ele-tron and its projetion on the moleular axis.For oxygen, it is more onvenient to onsider a va-lene eletron shell as two p-holes in addition to a om-pleted p-eletron shell. The hole quadrupole momentdi�ers from that of the eletron by sign only. The totalwave funtion of these holes that orresponds to thetotal orbital momentum of holes L and its projetionM onto a given diretion is given by	LM =Xm " 1 1 Lm M �m M #��  1m(1) 1;M�m(2); (5)where  1m(i) is the wave funtion of ith p-hole withthe angular momentum projetion m, and the Cleb-sh �Gordan oe�ient" 1 1 Lm M �m M #

is responsible for summation of the moments of individ-ual holes into the moment of the entire system. Corre-spondingly, the eletron shell is haraterized by quan-tum numbers L;�M in this ase, and beause atomquadrupole moment is onserved under M ! �M , weignore the di�erene between a hole and an eletronbelow.We use that the sum of quadrupole moments ofan eletron shell and a hole shell is zero, and there-fore, expressing the quadrupole moment of an eletronshell through the quadrupole moments of a hole shell,it is neessary to hange the sign of the quadrupolemoment. In other manner, the sign of the eletronquadrupole moment is reiproal to that of a hole,and therefore, onstruting the quadrupole moment ofan eletron shell through those of individual holes, wemust hange sign. Hene, the quadrupole moment ofan oxygen atom is given byhM jQ̂jM 0i = �ÆMM 0 Xm " 1 1 Lm M �m M #2 �� (qm + qM�m); (6)where qm is the quadrupole moment of an individualeletron with the moment projetion m on the mole-ular axis, and aording to formula (3), we haveq0 = 4er25 ; q1 = q�1 = �2er25 ; (7)where r2 is the mean square of a valene eletron or-bit. For an oxygen atom in the ground state, we haver2 � 2a20 [15℄, where a0 is the Bohr radius. For exitedoxygen atom states, we taker2 � 1=2; 2 = J=JH ;J is the ionization potential for this state, and JH is theionization potential for a hydrogen atom in the groundstate. In partiular, it follows that r2 = 2:33a20 for the1D-state of an oxygen atom. Table 1 ontains values ofthe quadrupole moments for an oxygen atom, and weuse these values for determination of eletron terms ofa diatomi oxygen ion.716



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005 Eletron terms and resonant harge exhange : : :Table 1. Diagonal matrix elements of the quadrupole moment QMM expressed in ea20 for an oxygen atom with theeletron shell 2p4State 3P; M = 0 3P; M = �1 1D; M = 0 1D; M = �1 1D; M = �2QMM 1.6 �0:8 �1:87 �0:93 1.87In addition, Table 2 ontains the values of  forthe oxygen atom and ion states. The atom ionizationpotential with transition to a given ion state isJ = J0 ��Ea +�Ei; (8)where J0 is the oxygen ionization potential with theeletron transition from the ground atom state to theion ground state, �Ea is the atom exitation energy,and �Ei is the ion exitation energy. Beause a givenion state results from a one-eletron transition from anindiated atom state, we ignore the ases of ion�atominterations if a given ion state annot be formed fromthe indiated atom state as the result of a one-eletrontransition.In onsidering the eletron terms of the quasi-moleule O+2 , we start from large distanes R betweenthe nulei, where the eletron energy is equal to" = "0 +�Ea +�Ei + aJ(J + 1)2 �� aJ0(J0 + 1)2 + bj(j + 1)2 � bj0(j0 + 1)2 ; (9)where "0 orresponds to the atom and ion ground state,suh that �Ea and �Ei aount for eletron exitationof the quasimoleule; J0 and j0 are the total eletronmoments of the atom and ion in the ground �ne state,and the last terms in formula (9) take �ne states of theatom and ion into aount. Therefore, in evaluatingthe quasimoleule eletron terms, we ount the quasi-moleule energy from the value "0 + �Ea + �Ei atlarge separations, adding Hamiltonian (2) to this at �-nite separations. Beause the ion and atom parts of thisHamiltonian ommute, we an add the ion and atomparts to the eletron energy independently. Quantumnumbers due to the ion part � the total ion angu-lar momentum j and its projetion on the moleularaxis mj � are onserved at any ion�atom distanes,whereas the atom quantum numbers J and MJ arevalid at large separations, or quantum numbersML andMS are aurate quantum numbers only if we negletthe spin�orbit interation. Therefore, �nding eletronterms aurately, we use the notationML;MS or J;MJfor them only to label the quasimoleule states.

In addition, beause the quadrupole interation issymmetri under the transformation ML ! �ML andthe spin�orbit interation is symmetri under the trans-formation ML +MS ! �ML �MS , we �nd that theeletron terms of a quasimoleule desribed by Hamil-tonian (2) are degenerate with respet to the simulta-neous transformationsML;MS ! �ML;�MS: (10)We an therefore restrit ourselves to a part of the ele-tron terms for the diatomi ion O+2 at large separationswith jML +MS j � 0:In partiular, if the oxygen atom is in the ground stateO(3P ), the number of nondegenerate eletron terms is6 with respet to atom states.In onstruting the eletron terms for the atompart, we onstrut the Hamiltonian matrix elementshML;MS jĤ jM 0L;M 0Si:Next, by diagonalization of this matrix, we �nd theenergy positions at a �xed distane R between the nu-lei by solving the seular equation for the Hamiltonianmatrix elements [3℄. This is given by the vanishing on-dition for the determinant,jEÆMLM 0LÆMSM 0S�hML;MS jĤ jM 0L;M 0Sij = 0: (11)Solutions E(R) of Eq. (10) give positions of the eletronterms at a given separation R.Table 3 gives the Hamiltonian matrix Ĥik for theinteration of O+(4S)+O(3P ) as an example. We hereuse the Hamiltonian (2), and the eletron energies of anoxygen diatomi ion at a given separation follow fromsolution of Eq. (10). We an see that this matrix anbe divided into �ve independent bloks, suh that oneblok ontains three diagonal elements, two identialbloks ontain two diagonal elements, and two identi-al bloks ontain one diagonal element. These identi-al matrix bloks an be onverted into eah other bytransformations (10), and we inlude only one of thetwo idential matries in Table 2.717



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005Table 2. The parameter  = pJ=JH for variousatom and ion oxygen statesAtom state 3P 1D 1SIon state4S 1.000 � �2D 1.116 1.049 �2P 1.170 1.107 1.030
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ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005 Eletron terms and resonant harge exhange : : :numbers at very large separations and are used as a no-tation at smaller separations where the ion�quadrupoleinteration beomes important. Correspondingly, theeletron terms of the oxygen diatomi ion are desribedby the quantum numbers J; jMJ j; j, where j is the totalion angular momentum.3. ION�ATOM EXCHANGE INTERACTIONPOTENTIALThe next step of our program is to determine theion�atom exhange interation potential. It is smallompared to the interations in Hamiltonian (2), andtherefore eah eletron term splits into levels with dif-ferent parities. The ion�atom exhange interation re-moves the degeneration with respet to di�erent mj ,the ion moment projetion on the moleular axis. Theexhange ion�atom interation allows us to evaluate thepartial ross setion of resonant harge exhange thatproeeds inside a given eletron term.The exhange ion�atom interation results from thetransition of a valene eletron from one atomi rest toanother one. This interation divides the quasimoleulestates into even (g) and odd (u) aording to the prop-erty of the orresponding moleular wave funtion topreserve or hange sign as a result of re�etion of allthe eletrons with respet to the symmetry plane per-pendiular to the moleular axis. If a valene eletronwith an orbital momentum le and its projetion � onthe moleular axis is loated in the �eld of two stru-tureless ores, the exhange interation potential �le�is given by the formula [5, 7, 13, 19℄�le�(R) == A2R 2�1�j�je�R� 1 (2l + 1)(le + j�j)!(le � j�j)! j�j!()j�j ; (12)where R is the distane between the nulei, and ;Aare the parameters of the asymptoti wave funtion ofthe valene eletron; the normalized radial wave fun-tion of this eletron in the atom at large distanes rfrom its enter is given by (r) = Ar 1�1e�r; r � 1:Formula (12) ontains the �rst term of the asymptotiexpansion with respet to the small parameter 1=Rfor the ion�atom exhange interation potential at largedistanes between nulei. For a valene p-eletron, for-mula (12) beomes�10(R) = 3A2R 2�1e�R� 1 ;�1;�1(R) = 2R�10(R): (13)

This one-eletron interation is the basis of the ex-hange interation potential in the ase where the in-terating atom and ion have non�lled eletron shells,and the oupling of eletron moments for a transfer-ring eletron and the atomi rest is of importane. Weuse the LS oupling sheme, whih is suitable for lightatoms. Then the wave funtion of an atom with n va-lene eletrons of moment le is given by [16; 17; 20℄�LSMLMS (1; 2; : : : ; n) = 1pnP̂ �� Xl;m;s;ms;�;� GLSls (le; n) " le l L� m ML #�� 24 12 s S� ms MS 35�� 'le 12��(1) lsmms(2; : : : ; n): (14)Here, �;  , and ' are the respetive wave funtionsof the atom, ion, and valene eletron with the indi-ated quantum numbers, � and � are the projetionsof the angular momentum and spin of the valene ele-tron, the argument of the wave funtion indiates ele-trons involved in eah atomi partile, the operator bPpermutes these eletrons, and the parentage oe�ientGLSls (le; n) is responsible for addition of a valene ele-tron to the ion for onstrution of an atom for givenquantum numbers of these atomi partiles.The exhange interation potential is given by theformula [7, 13℄�(R) = 2D	1 ��� bH���	2E�� 2D	1 ��� bH���	1E h	1 j1j	2i ; (15)where 	1 is the wave funtion of the quasimoleule inthe ase where a valene eletron is loated near the�rst ore (the eletron is onneted with the �rst nu-leus), 	2 orresponds to the eletron loation nearthe seond nuleus, and bH is the Hamiltonian of theeletrons. We note that an aurate evaluation of thisinteration requires using the aurate wave funtionsof the quasimoleule suh that the interation of a va-lene eletron loated between the ores with both oresis taken into aount simultaneously. We assume thisto be ful�lled within the framework of the asymptotitheory. Using a general method of alulation of theexhange interation potential �(R) by analogy withthat for ase �a� of the Hund oupling [13; 21�23℄ and719



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005Table 3. The Hamiltonian matrix Ĥik for the quasimoleule O+(4S3=2) +O(3P ) if the exhange ion�atom interationis negleted and the Hamiltonian is given by formula (2); a = 77� 2 m�1ML;MS 1, 1 1, 0 0, 1 1, �1 0, 0 �1, 11, 1 �a� 0:8e2a20R3 0 0 0 0 01, 0 0 �0:8e2a20R3 �a 0 0 00, 1 0 �a 1:6e2a20R3 0 0 01, �1 0 0 0 a� 0:8e2a20R3 �a 00, 0 0 0 0 �a 1:6e2a20R3 �a�1, 1 0 0 0 0 �a a� 0:8e2a20R3using the properties of Clebsh �Gordan oe�ients,we obtain�LSMLMSlsmms(R) = n �GLSls �2 �� X�;�;�0 " le l L� ML � � ML #�� 24 12 s S� MS � � MS 35" le l L� m m+ � #�� 24 12 s S�0 ms ms + �0 35�le�(R): (16)Here, we take the harater of the oupling of ele-tron moments in the quasimoleule into aount,suh that the quantum numbers of an atomi orels;ML � �;MS � � and the atomi quantum num-bers of a valene eletron le� 12� are �rst summed intothe atomi quantum numbers LSMLMS , and after theeletron transition to another atomi rest, the otherquantum numbers of the atomi ore lsmms and ele-tron quantum numbers le� 12�0 are summed into theatom quantum numbers LS;m + �;ms + �0. We notethat the eletron spin projetions are idential, � = �0,in the �elds of both ores beause of normalization ofthe eletron spin wave funtions. If we use the atombasis MLMS and the ion quantum numbers are lsjmj ,

formula (16) beomes�LSMLMSlsjmj (R) = n �GLSls �2 ��X�; � Xm;ms " le l L� ML � � ML #�� " le l L� m m+ � #24 12 s S� MS � � MS 35�� 24 12 s S� ms ms + � 35" l s jm ms mj #��" l s jML�� MS�� ML��+MS�� #�le�: (17)In reality, due to the properties of the Clebsh �Gordanoe�ients, this formula is simpli�ed. In partiular, theexhange interation potential is onserved under thetransformationsML;MS ;mj ! �ML;�MS ;�mj : (18)4. ION�ATOM EXCHANGE INTERACTIONFOR THE DIATOMIC OXYGEN IONFormula (17) gives the ion�atom exhange intera-tion potential that determines the ross setion of reso-nant harge exhange at given quantum numbers. Thisis onsidered below for di�erent states of an oxygen720



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005 Eletron terms and resonant harge exhange : : :Table 4. The exhange interation potential �LSMLMSsms for the ground state of the quasimoleule O+(4S)+O(3P )at given quantum numbers ML;MS of an atom and quantum numbers s;ms of an ion on the basis of formula (18)ML;MS 1, 1 1, 0 0, 1 1, �1 �1, 1 0, 0s;ms32 ; 32 �11 r23�11 �10 1p3�11 �11 r23�1032 ; 12 1 +p63 �11 2 +p23 �11 1 +p63 �10 p3 +p23 �11 1 +p63 �11 2 +p23 �1032 ;�12 p3 +p23 �11 2 +p23 �11 p2 +p33 �10 1 +p63 �11 p2 +p33 �11 2 +p23 �1032 ;�32 1p3�11 r23�11 1p3�10 �11 1p3�11 r23�10atom and an ion. We start from the ground state ofthe atom and ion, with the ion�atom exhange inter-ation potential given by formula (18). The analysis ofthis ase in [9; 10℄ was based on the limiting ouplingases where the quasimoleule is haraterized by thequantum numbers J;MJ or J;ML depending on the re-lation between spin�orbit and quadrupole interations.We now onsider the general ase numerially by theHamiltonian diagonalization for an arbitrary relationbetween these values.Formula (17) gives the ion�atom exhange intera-tion potential at large separations for the ion groundstate O+(4S3=2) (l = 0, m = 0, s = j = 3=2). We thenhave ML = �, mj = ms, and formula (17) is reduedto the form (le = 1, n = 4, GLSls = �1=p3)�LSMLMSlsms(R) = 43�1ML(R)��X� 24 12 s S� MS � � MS 35�� 24 12 s S� ms ms + � 35 : (19)Table 4 ontains the values of the ion�atom interationpotential obtained on the basis of formula (19). We a-ount for symmetry (18) and the one-eletron exhangeinteration potentials are given by formulas (13).We next use the same operation for determinationof the exhange interation potential for exited ionand atom states at large separations. Table 5 on-

tains the exhange interation potential for the quasi-moleule O+(2D) + O(3P ) and Table 6 ontains theexhange interation potentials for the quasimoleuleO+(2D) + O(1D) for the basis ML;MS ; j;mj . Be-ause �11(R) � �10(R) at large separations, we ig-nore �11(R) wherever possible. We also take the sym-metry of the exhange interation potential in (18) intoaount, and in the atom basisML;MS used, the iden-tial values of the exhange interation potential orre-spond to quantum numbers in parentheses.The eletron terms of the quasimoleule with the ion�atom exhange interation potential taken into aountan be found by diagonalization of the orrespondingHamiltonian matrix. Beause the splitting of eletronterms due to the exhange interation depends on a �neion state, the number of eletron levels in this ase in-reases in omparison with the ase of Hamiltonian (2).Performing this diagonalization for eah �ne ion stateat the distane 12a0 between the nulei (this distanedetermines the resonant harge exhange ross setionin thermal ollisions), we assume that the renormal-ization of the exhange interation potential in om-parison with the basis ML;MS; j;mj is the same ina neighboring range of distanes. This allows us todetermine the exhange interation potentials given inTable 5 for the quasimoleule and in Table 7 for thequasimoleule O+(2P )+O(3P ). As the quantum num-bers of the quasimoleule, we now take the total atommoment J and its projetionMJ on the moleular axis.Although these are aurate quantum numbers only atvery large separations, where the ion�atom quadrupoleinteration an be ignored, they an be used for label-ing eletron states of the quasimoleule.4 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 (10) 721



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005Table 5. The exhange interation potential for the quasimoleule O+(2D) + O(3P ) at given quantum numbersML;MS of an atom and quantum numbers j;mj of an ionML;MS 1, 1 1, 0 0, 1 1, �1 0, 0 �1, 1j;mj52 ; 52 �11 p10 + 22p10 �11 p2p5�11 1p10�11 p2p5�11 1p10�1152 ; 32 25�10 25�10 25�10 15�10 p2 + 15 �10 p25 �1052 ; 12 35�10 710�10 35�10 25�10 15 �2 + 3p2��10 3p210 �1052 ;�12 2p25 �10 p22 �10 2p25 �10 3p210 �10 15 �2 + 3p2��10 25�1052 ;�32 p25 �10 3p210 �10 p25 �10 p25 �10 p2 + 15 �10 15�1052 ;�52 12p5�11 10 + 2p5p20 �11 1p10�11 1p10�11 p2p5�11 1p10�1132 ; 32 110�10 �p6 + 120 �10 p615 �10 �p620 �10 p6� 2p330 �10 p310 �1032 ; 12 p660 �10 �3�p660 �10 115�10 110�10 �p2� 230 �10 p220 �1032 ;�12 �p330 �10 �3p2�p360 �10 p215 �10 p220 �10 �p2� 230 �10 110�1032 ;�32 �110p2�10 �p3�p220 �10 �15p3�10 p310 �10 p6� 2p330 �10 �p620 �105. MIXING OF EXCHANGE INTERACTIONSFOR COUPLED ELECTRON TERMSAbove, we have determined the ion�atom exhangeinteration potential in the basis ML;MS; j;mj , whihare not quantum numbers of the quasimoleule, and theHamiltonian matrix Hik is not diagonal in this basis.The eletron terms of the quasimoleule follow from di-agonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix, and the ele-tron levels E(R) at a given separation are solutions ofthe seular equationjEÆik �Hik j = 0:Above (see Figs. 1�3), we solved this equation forHamiltonian (2) with the ion�atom exhange intera-tion ignored. We now solve this equation inluding theion�atom exhange interation potential into onsider-ation and determine the exhange interation potentialfor eigenstates of the quasimoleule.

We demonstrate this operation for the interationof the oxygen ion and atom in the ground statesO(3P ) + O+(4S). Table 3 then gives the Hamiltonianmatrix without the exhange interation, and the ma-trix of the ion�atom exhange interation potential isdiagonal in the basis ML;MS; j;mj . We note that thematrix Hik in Table 3 is divided into three bloks on-sisting of matries with 1, 2, and 3 diagonal elements.For a blok with one element, where ML = 1, MS = 1,the exhange interation potential is �11(R): For twoother bloks, the exhange interation follows from di-agonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix for the ger-ade and ungerade states of the quasimoleule, and theexhange interation potential is the di�erene of theeletron energies for the gerade and ungerade quasi-moleule states with aounting for the smallness ofthe exhange interation potential in omparison witha typial potential of eletrostati interation.We perform this operation analytially for the blok722



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005 Eletron terms and resonant harge exhange : : :Table 6. The exhange interation potential �LSMLMSlsjmj (R) for the quasimoleule O+(2D) + O(1D) at givenquantum numbers ML;MS of an atom and quantum numbers j;mj of an ionML;MS 2, 0 (�2, 0) 1, 0 (�1, 0) 0, 0j;mj52 ; 52 �10 1p5�10 p3p10�1152 ; 32 � 1p5 + 15��10 2 +p210 �10 3(2 +p3)10 �1152 ; 12 15p2�10 110�10  310 + 310r32 + p32 !�1152 ;�12 � 1p10�10 �15p2�10  310 + 310r32 + p32 !�1152 ;�32 �p5� 1p5 �10 �p2� 15p2 �10 3(2 +p3)10 �1152 ;�52 � 1p5�10 � 1p10�10 p3p10�1132 ; 32 45�10 1 + 4p320 �10 � 320 + 910p2��1132 ; 12 p35 �10 320�10  920 + 310r32 + 35p2!�1132 ;�12 6 + 3p220 �11 �p320 �10  920 + 310r32 + 35p2!�1132 ;�32 �15�10 �p3� 420 �10 � 320 + 910p2��11onsisting of two diagonal terms. Diagonalization ofthe Hamiltonian matrix gives the energy of two levelsas [3℄EI;II = H11 +H222 �r (H11 �H22)24 + jH12j2;where the indies 1, 2 relate to the �rst and seondstates in the basis ML;MS. We next onstrut the en-ergy matrix for the interation of an oxygen ion andan atom with the exhange interation taken into a-ount in addition to Hamiltonian (2). For the statesunder onsideration, aording to the data in Table 3,

we haveH11 = �0:8e2a20R3 � �12 ;H22 = 1:6e2a20R3 � �22 ;H12 = a; �H = H11 �H22 = 2:4e2a20R3 ; (20a)where the plus sign orresponds to the gerade state andthe minus sign orresponds to the ungerade state. Fromthis, we have the energy levels of eigenstates given byEI = E0 � "� 12�I ; EII = E0 + "� 12�II ;E0 = 0:4e2a20R3 ; " =s�1:2e2a20R3 �2 + a2: (20b)723 4*



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005Table 7. The exhange interation potential for the quasimoleule O+(2P ) +O(3P ) at given quantum numbers j;mjof an ion obtained in the basis ML;MSML;MS 1, 1 1, 0 0, 1 1, �1 0, 0 �1, 1j;mj32 ; 32 12�10 3 +p612 �10 12�11 12p6�10 3 +p612 �11 �12p3�1032 ; 12 12p6�10 1 +p612 �10 3p6 + 2p312 �11 16�10 3 +p2 + 2p3 + 3p612 �11 �16p2�1032 ;�12 � 12p3�10 �p3�p212 �10 2 +p36 �11 � 16p2�10 3 +p2 + 2p3 + 3p612 �11 16�1032 ;�32 � 12p2�10 �3p2�p312 �10 12p6�11 � 12p3�10 3 +p612 �11 12p6�1012 ; 12 16�11 16�10 13p2�11 13�10 16p2�11 13p2�1012 ;�12 � 16p2�11 13p2�10 �16�11 13p2�10 16p2�11 13�10Table 8. The values of � following from diagonali-zation of the Hamiltonian matrixML;MS 1, 1 1, 0 0, 1 1, �1 �1, 1 0, 0s;ms32 ; 32 1 1.35 0.95 1.4 1.36 0.8732 ; 12 1 1.27 0.96 1.05 1.65 0.8832 ;�12 1 1.25 0.96 1.65 1.05 0.8832 ;�32 1 1.18 0.95 1.37 1.37 0.88Correspondingly, the exhange interation potential foreah state is�I = �1 +�22 + �H4" (�1 ��2);�II = �1 +�22 � �H4" (�1 ��2): (21)As an be seen, if a = 0 and hene the Hamiltonian ma-trix is diagonal in the basisML;MS , we have �I = �1and �II = �2 in aordane with the expression forthe Hamiltonian diagonal elements.We use the expressions in Table 8 for the ex-hange interation potential at the distane 12a0 be-

tween nulei for di�erent eletron terms; this distanedetermines the ross setion of the resonant hargeexhange proess in thermal ollisions involving theO(3P ) atom and O+(4S3=2) ion in the ground states.We note that aording to formula (13), at this dis-tane, �10 = 6�11, whih is used in Table 8. In Table8, we give the values of the oe�ient� = ��MLMS ;where �MLMS is the exhange interation potential forthe basisMLMSms aording to formula (19) and � isits value after diagonalization of the Hamiltonian ma-trix. As follows from the data in Table 8, the value �is lose to one; below, beause of the logarithmi de-pendene of the ross setion on this value, we ignorethe variation of the exhange interation potential dueto diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. This simpli�esthe problem.6. RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGEPROCESS FOR OXYGENThe above values of the ion�atom exhange intera-tion potentials allow us to determine the partial rosssetions of resonant harge exhange on the basis of theasymptoti theory [11, 12℄. The asymptoti theory ofresonant harge exhange is based on the assumption724



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005 Eletron terms and resonant harge exhange : : :that the main ontribution to the ross setion of thisproess is given by large impat parameters of olli-sions in omparison with the typial atomi size. Thenthe inverse value is a small parameter of the asymp-toti theory, and the ross setion is represented as anexpansion over this small parameter. Hene, determi-nation of the exhange ion�atom interation potentialat large separations allows us to determine the rosssetion of resonant harge exhange. If eletron termsare nondegenerate, the relation between the probabilityand ross setion of this proess and the exhange in-teration potential in the two-level approximation anbe used [24℄. In partiular, this approximation is validfor the transition of an s-eletron between two stru-tureless ores (for example, for the proesses H+�H,He+�He), and then the ross setion �ex of the reso-nant harge exhange proess is given by [11; 12; 24℄�ex = �R202 ; (22)where 1vs�R02 �(R0) = 0:28:This formula an be used in the ases under onsider-ation for the strutureless oxygen ion O+(4S) or if the�ne ion splitting is small ompared to the exhange in-teration potential, as for O+(2P ). We take quantumnumbers J;MJ to haraterize the atom state at thebeginning. Of ourse, this is valid only at very largedistanes between the nulei when the ion�quadrupoleinteration an be negleted. Therefore, we use thesequantum numbers for labeling the eletron terms only.In addition, the ross setion of the proesses0B� O+(4S) +O(1D)! O(1D) +O+(4S)O+(4S) +O(1S)! O(1S) +O+(4S)O+(2D) +O(1S)! O(1S) +O+(2D) 1CA (23)is zero for the one-eletron atom sheme under onsid-eration beause the transition of a p-eletron annotlead to these proesses.In Tables 9�13, we give the partial ross setions ofother eletron transfer proesses involving the eletronshells 2p3 and 2p4 for the oxygen ion and atom at en-ergies that are of interest for plasma. The indiatedquantum numbers J;MJ of the atom and j;mj of theion are aurate only at large separations and are usedfor labeling the eletron states at intermediate sepa-rations when the ion�atom quadrupole interation isimportant.

Table 9. The ross setion of resonant harge ex-hange �ex (in 10�16 m2) for the proess O+(4S) ++O(3P )! O(3P ) +O+(4S) at the ollision energies0:1 eV and 1 eV (in parentheses) in the laboratory frameof refereneJ;MJ 2, 2 2, 1 2, 0 1, 1 1, 0 0, 0j;mj32 ; 32 60(48) 57(46) 54(43) 82(67) 60(48) 79(64)32 ; 12 61(49) 61(49) 60(48) 84(69) 61(49) 83(68)32 ;�12 60(48) 61(49) 61(49) 82(67) 60(48) 83(68)32 ;�32 54(43) 57(46) 60(48) 74(60) 54(43) 79(64)average 59(47) 59(47) 59(47) 81(66) 59(47) 81(66)We also note that the small parameter of the asymp-toti theory is now 1R0 � 1: (24)In evaluating the ross setion of eletron transfer,we use the values of the parameter  in aordanewith the data in Table 2. Expanding with respet tothis small parameter, we keep two expansion terms informula (22). For the ases in Tables 8 and 9, the val-ues of R0 are between 10 and 14. This means thatthe auray of the asymptoti theory is about 1%. Ofourse, the real auray is worse beause of additionalfators [26℄ a�eting the auray of the ross setions.Nevertheless, we estimate this auray as several per-ent.If an eletron term is degenerate for the quasi-moleule onsisting of a olliding ion and an atom andthe ion�atom exhange interation removes this degen-eray, the harge exhange proess in the ourse of ion�atom ollisions is entangled with other transition pro-esses. In the ase under onsideration, this degenerayrelates to the projetion of the ion total moment on themoleular axis, and hene the exhange proess is en-tangled with rotation of the ion total moment. But be-ause the ion�atom exhange interation potential de-reases exponentially as the separation inreases, theregion of the exhange proess is narrow, and henethe rotation angle of the moleular axis is relativelysmall [5℄. This allows us to separate the proess of res-onant harge exhange from the proesses of moment725



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005Table 10. The ross setion of resonant harge ex-hange �ex (in 10�16 m2) for the proess O+(2D) ++ O(3P ) ! O(3P ) + O+(2D) at the ollision en-ergies 0:1 eV and 1 eV in the laboratory frame ofrefereneJ;MJ 2, 2 2, 1 2, 0 1, 1 1, 0 0, 0j;mj52 ; 52 43(34) 41(33) 39(31) 34(26) 34(26) 39(31)52 ; 32 50(40) 50(40) 50(40) 44(34) 47(37) 52(41)52 ; 12 54(43) 55(45) 54(43) 50(40) 51(40) 57(46)52 ;�12 53(43) 56(45) 53(43) 51(40) 50(40) 57(46)52 ;�32 47(37) 51(40) 47(37) 47(37) 44(34) 52(41)52 ;�52 32(25) 36(28) 34(26) 34(26) 34(26) 39(31)32 ; 32 38(29) 35(26) 42(32) 39(30) 42(33) 29(21)32 ; 12 31(22) 37(28) 34(26) 38(29) 35(26) 39(30)32 ;�12 33(25) 38(29) 37(28) 35(26) 38(29) 39(30)32 ;�32 35(26) 24(16) 39(30) 42(33) 39(30) 29(21)average 42(32) 42(33) 41(32) 43(34) 41(32) 43(34)rotation, i.e., to onsider the resonant harge proessfor eah angular momentum diretion of the ion inde-pendently. Therefore, we evaluate the ross setion ofresonant harge exhange for eah ion moment proje-tion on the basis of formula (22).On the basis of the partial ross setions of resonantharge exhange in Tables 9�13, we an �nd the aver-age ross setions (see Table 14) that are onvenient forappliations. In averaging a ross setion, we assumethat the population of eletron levels of a given groupis proportional to statistial weights of the individualstates, whih is valid at high temperatures. As a result,in Table 12, we give the average ross setions of res-onant harge exhange for a given orbital momentumand spin of the olliding ion and atom.We note that the di�erene in the ross setion for

Table 11. The ross setion of resonant harge ex-hange �ex (in 10�16 m2) for the proess O+(2D) ++ O(1D) ! O(1D) + O+(2D) at the ollision en-ergies 0:1 eV and 1 eV in the laboratory frame ofrefereneJ;MJ 2 1 0j;mj52 ; 52 71(58) 62(49) 46(36)52 ; 32 66(53) 59(47) 53(42)52 ; 12 49(38) 46(35) 47(37)52 ;�12 58(46) 49(38) 47(37)52 ;�32 75(62) 59(47) 53(42)52 ;�52 62(49) 58(46) 46(36)32 ; 32 68(55) 60(48) 49(39)32 ; 12 59(47) 50(39) 54(43)32 ;�12 45(36) 44(34) 54(43)32 ;�32 53(41) 57(45) 49(39)average 61(48) 54(43) 50(40)ions in di�erent states is determined mostly by di�er-ent ionization potentials of the oxygen atom in a givenstate with ion formation in these states.The ross setions obtained allow us to determinethe mobilities of an oxygen ion in atomi oxygen. Inpartiular, if the atoms are in the ground eletron andthe �ne state O(3P2), the respetive mobilities of theoxygen ions O+(4S), O+(2D), and O+(2P ) in atomioxygen are 2.6, 5.1, and 4.6 m2=V�s; for the mixture ofatoms in the eletron states O(3P2) and O(1D2) withequal populations of these states at room temperature,the respetive mobilities are 2.6, 3.8, and 4.3 m2=V � sat room temperature. These values may be of interestfor plasmas of the upper Earth atmosphere and for anonequilibrium gas-disharge oxygen plasma. We seethat measurement of the mobilities of ions in di�erent726



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005 Eletron terms and resonant harge exhange : : :Table 12. The ross setion of resonant harge ex-hange �ex (in 10�16 m2) for the proess O+(2P ) ++O(3P )! O(3P )+O+(2P ) at given quantum num-bers J;MJ of an atom and j;mj of an ion at the ol-lision energies 0:1 eV and 1 eV in the laboratory frameof refereneJ;MJ 2, 2 2, 1 2, 0 1, 1 1, 0 0, 0j;mj32 ; 32 45(36) 45(35) 33(25) 38(29) 29(22) 45(35)32 ; 12 38(29) 41(32) 37(29) 36(28) 34(26) 39(31)32 ;�12 41(32) 40(31) 34(27) 34(26) 34(28) 39(31)32 ;�32 42(33) 45(36) 27(20) 41(32) 36(29) 45(35)12 ; 12 26(19) 36(28) 28(21) 42(33) 38(30) 24(18)12 ;�12 24(18) 39(30) 26(19) 39(30) 39(33) 24(18)average 36(28) 41(32) 31(24) 38(30) 36(28) 36(28)states allows analyzing the atom distribution over ex-ited states.Thus, due to a high symmetry of atoms and ionswith non�lled eletron shells, we obtain a large num-ber of eletron terms within the framework of the LSoupling sheme for a diatomi ion when the ion andthe atom have non�lled eletron shells. Beause the ex-hange interation is shared between these states, theross setions of resonant harge exhange are lower.This an be demonstrated by omparison of the rosssetions of resonant harge exhange for the LS andj � j types of eletron oupling in the oxygen atomand ion. In the ase of the j � j oupling, we have alower symmetry, and therefore a simpler harater ofthis proess.The auray of the ross setions of resonantharge exhange is mostly determined by the aurayof determination of the asymptoti oe�ient A and,aording to the analysis in [23; 26℄, is several perent.Comparison for the ground state of a olliding ion andan atom shows [8, 10℄ that the average ross setiondi�ers by about 10% from that evaluated within theframework of the Hund oupling. As regards the two-le-vel approximation for the eletron terms of O+2 , any

Table 13. The ross setion of resonant harge ex-hange �ex (in 10�16 m2) for the proeses O+(2D)++ O(1D) ! O(1D) + O+(2D) and O+(2P ) ++ O(1S) ! O(1S) + O+(2P ) (the last olumn) atthe ollision energies 0:1 eV and 1 eV in the laboratoryframe of refereneL;M 1D,ML = 2 1D,ML = 1 1D,ML = 0 1S,ML = 0j;mj32 ; 32 38(30) 47(37) 46(36) 50(40)32 ; 12 38(29) 49(39) 50(40) 65(52)32 ;�12 34(25) 48(38) 50(40) 65(52)32 ;�32 28(21) 42(32) 46(36) 50(40)12 ; 12 35(27) 43(33) 47(37) 57(45)12 ;�12 30(23) 41(31) 47(37) 57(45)average 34(26) 45(35) 47(38) 58(46)Table 14. The average ross setions of resonantharge exhange �ex (in 10�16 m2) at the ollisionenergies 0:1 eV, 1 eV, and 10 eV (in square brakets)in the laboratory frame of refereneAtom state O(3P ) O(1D) O(1S)Ion stateO+(4S) 66(53)[44℄ 0(0)[0℄ 0(0)[0℄O+(2D) 42(33)[25℄ 56(44)[34℄ 0(0)[0℄O+(2P ) 37(29)[22℄ 41(32)[24℄ 58(46)[35℄oinidene may be oasional, beause this sheme ofeletron term splitting does not take the important pe-uliarities of this interation analyzed above into a-ount.7. COMPARISON WITH OTHER SCHEMES OFELECTRON COUPLINGWe have onstruted the lowest eletron terms ofO+2 at large separations, whih determine the ross se-727



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005tions of resonant harge exhange. Of ourse, the har-ater of oupling in this range of distanes between thenulei di�ers from those at low separations [27℄. Wenext use the LS type of eletron oupling in the atomand ion, and the auray of using this oupling shemeis about 2%, whih is determined by the oinideneof the level positions for �ne states of an oxygen atomloated in the ground eletron state with formula (9).Nevertheless, we use the j � j oupling sheme inthe ase under onsideration in order to understand thedependene of the resonant harge exhange ross se-tions on the oupling type. We onsider the ollisionof an oxygen ion and an atom in the ground eletronstates, with the resonant harge exhange proess o-urring aording to the shemeO+ "�12�2�32�# 32 +O"�12�2�32�2#2 !! O"�12�2�32�2#2 +O+ "�12�2�32�# 32 (25)instead of the proessO+(4S 32 ) +O(3P2)! O(3P2) +O+(4S 32 ); (26)that ours in the ase of the LS oupling sheme. Asfollows from proess (25), within the framework of thej � j oupling sheme, the ion�atom exhange inter-ation and the resonant harge exhange proess aredetermined by the transition of a valene eletron withj = 3=2 from the �eld of one ore to the other one.Based on the j�j oupling sheme for valene ele-trons in the atom and ion for the eletron terms of theion dimer at large separations [23℄, we note that theharater of the exhange splitting is simpler in thisase than in the ase of the LS oupling sheme. In-deed, we represent the wave funtion of two valeneeletrons from a non�lled eletron shell j = 3=2 of anoxygen atom as�JMJ (1; 2) = 1p2 P̂ Xm1;m2 " 3=2 3=2 Jm1 m2 MJ #��  32 m1(1) 32 m2(2): (27)This wave funtion is simpler than formula (14) for theLS oupling in an atom. From Eq. (15), we obtain the

ion�atom exhange interation potential�JMJ jmj (R) =Xm 264 32 32 JMJ �m m MJ 375��264 32 32 Jmj m mj +m 375��� 32m(R); (28)whih is simpler than formula (17) for the LS ouplingin an atom and an ion. The one-eletron exhange in-teration potentials for ase �� of the Hund oupling,whih are used in this formula, are given by [22; 26℄� 32 32 (R) = �11(R);� 32 12 (R) = 23�10(R) + 13�11(R); (29)where the one-eletron exhange interation potentials�10(R) and �11(R) for ase �a� of the Hund ouplingare given by formula (13). Below, we neglet �11 om-pared �10.We note that aording to formula (28), theion�atom exhange interation potential �JMJ jmj (R)for the j� j oupling in the atom and ion is unhangedunder the transformationsMJ ;mj ! �MJ ;�mj : (30)Table 15 ontains the exhange interation potentialsin the ase of oxygen and the j � j oupling sheme.Evidently, this sheme may be valid for heavy atoms ofthe fourth group of the periodial table of elements.Table 16 ontains the partial ross setions for re-sonant harge exhange. We see that they are in arestrited range of values. The average ross setionsof the resonant harge exhange proess (25) at theollision energies 0.1 eV, 1 eV, and 10 eV in the labora-tory frame of referene are 10�16 m2. As follows fromTable 16, although the partial ross setions are di�er-ent, the average ross setions for a given total atommomentum pratially oinide.Above, we have rigorously found the partial rosssetions of resonant harge exhange in slow ollisionsfor oxygen. We aount for various fators that in�u-ene the positions of eletron terms of the O+2 quasi-moleule at large separations within the framework ofthe LS oupling sheme for valene eletrons. Thisallows us to evaluate the partial ross setions. Atthe next step, we an �nd the average ross setionsof resonant harge exhange by averaging over states728



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005 Eletron terms and resonant harge exhange : : :Table 15. The ion�atom exhange interation po-tential �JMJ jmj (R) for the j � j oupling sheme foroxygenMJ 0 1 2mj32 p23 �10 13�10 13�1012 16�10 13p2�10 12�11�12 16�10 12�11 13p2�10�32 p23 �10 13�10 13�10Table 16. The partial ross setions �ex (in10�16 m2) of resonant harge exhange proess (25)at the ollision energies 0:1 eV, 1 eV, and 10 eV in thelaboratory frame of refereneMJ 0 1 2mj32 72(58)[45℄ 67(54)[42℄ 67(54)[42℄12 59(46)[35℄ 63(50)[38℄ 52(41)[32℄�12 59(46)[35℄ 52(41)[32℄ 63(50)[38℄�32 72(58)[45℄ 67(54)[42℄ 67(54)[42℄average 65(52)[40℄ 63(50)[38℄ 63(50)[38℄using a real distribution over exited states of thequasimoleule. Although this operation is aurate,it is quite umbersome, and it is therefore interest-ing to ompare the aurate ross setions with thoseobtained in simpli�ed shemes. We do not onsiderthe two-level approximation [24℄ that is suitable fortransition of an s-eletron between two struturelessores. This approximation was also used for oxygen(see, e.g., [28, 29℄). This approximation may lead toa relatively large error beause it is restrited by onetransferring eletron, while eah valene eletron an infat transfer to the ion ore. In the ase of oxygen, thisgives the fator 7=3 [22, 26℄ for the exhange intera-

tion potential for ase �a� of the Hund oupling. Foran ion and an atom in the ground eletron state, thisleads to an error of approximately 20% [9℄ for the rosssetion of resonant harge exhange and for the range0.1�10 eV of the ollision energies. Rejeting the modelof a transferring s-eletron and a strutureless ore, werestrit ourselves to ases �a� and �� of the Hund ou-pling for a valene p-eletron and assume the ion�atomexhange interation potential to be independent of the�ne ion state.Reduing the problem of the ion�atom exhange in-teration to the standard Hund oupling sheme for theinteration of ion and atom valene eletrons, we anonsider this for the Hamiltonian if we ignore the spin�orbit interation for the atom (Hund ase �a�) or theion�quadrupole interation (Hund ase ��). There-fore, averaging the exhange interation potential in(16) over ion and atom spins, we obtain the ion�atomexhange interation potential for ase �a� of the Hundoupling [5; 8; 13℄,�LSMLlsm(R) = n �GLSls �2 ��X� " le l L� ML � � ML # " le l L� m m+ � #���le�(R): (31)In the same manner, in ase �a� of the Hund oupling,if we sum the atom orbital L and spin S moments intothe total eletron moment J and average over ion �nestates aording to formulas (14) and (17), we obtain�LSJMJ lsj (R) = n �GLSls �2 ��X�;� Xm;ms;mj ;ML;MS " le l L� ML � � ML #�� " le l L� m m+ � #24 12 s S� MS � � MS 35�� " 12 s S� ms ms + � # " l s jm ms mj #�� " l s jML � � MS � � ML � �+MS � � #�� " L S JML MS MJ #�� " L S Jm+ � ms + � m+ �+ms + � #�le�: (32)In Table 17, ases �a� and �� of the Hund ouplingare ompared with a rigorous evaluation for the quasi-729



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 4 (10), 2005Table 17. The ross setion of resonant harge exhange �ex (in 10�16 m2) for the proess O+(4S)+O(3P ) at givenquantum numbers J;MJ of an atom and j;mj of an ion at the ollision energies 0:1 eV and 1 eV in the laboratory frameof referene. The indiated quantum numbers are aurate only at large separations and are used for labeling the eletronstates at intermediate separations where the ion�atom quadrupole interation is importantQuantum numbers ML;Ms 1, 1 1, 0 1, �1 0, 1 �1, 1 0, 0Quantum numbers J;MJ 2, 2 2, 1 2, 0 1, 1 1, 0 0, 0Case �a� 69(56) 84(68) 63(51) 77(62) 51(41) 63(50)Case �� 63(51) 77(62) 81(66) 77(62) 56(44) 72(57)Average for the aurate sheme 59(47) 59(47) 59(47) 81(66) 59(47) 81(66)moleule under onsideration. A general onlusionfrom this and previous omparisons is that the averageross setions for the preise and approximate methodsare lose if we aount for the transition of any eletronfrom the atom valene eletron shell. If we redue theproblem to the eletron transfer between two struture-less ores, the di�erene in average ross setions mayreah 20%. 8. CONCLUSIONSWe have onstruted the eletron terms for the oxy-gen ion dimer at large separations by the asymptoti-ally aurate method with various interations in thissystem taken into aount within the framework of theLS oupling sheme for the oxygen atom and ion. Thehierarhy of interations in this quasimoleule is suhthat the exhange eletrostati interation is strongerfor lowest non�lled eletron shells p3 and p4 for the ionand atom. As a result, the atom orbital momentum Lits spin S, the ion orbital momentum l, and its spin sare the quasimoleule quantum numbers. Weaker in-terations are the spin�orbit interation for an atomand an ion and the interation of the ion harge andthe atom quadrupole moment. Beause these intera-tions are omparable, one an �nd the eletron termsat large separations with these interations taken intoaount by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix.The quasimoleule eigenstates are haraterized by thetotal ion angular momentum j and its projetion mjon the moleular axis; atom moments and their pro-jetions are mixed in eigenstates of the quasimoleule.The eletron term positions for the quasimoleule is de-termined for eah eletron term of the diatomi oxygenion; the exhange interation potentials for eah ele-tron term and for eah ion state are also evaluated atlarge separations. Although this is done for the quasi-

moleule O+2 , we thus obtain a general sheme for de-termination of eletron term energies and exhange in-teration potentials at large separations for an atomand its ion with non�lled eletron shells within the LSsheme of eletron oupling.We note that a general sheme developed for theevaluation of eletron terms and the ross setions ofresonant harge exhange is asymptotially aurate,but it is simultaneously quite umbersome. Indeed, inthe ase of the interation O+(4S) + O(3P ), we have9 eletron terms that are partially degenerate if weneglet the ion�atom exhange interation; aountingfor the ion�atom exhange interation, we obtain 36partially degenerate eletron terms. In the ase ofthe interation O+(2D) +O(3P ), we have 18 partiallydegenerate eletron terms with the ion�atom exhangeinteration ignored and 90 eletron terms with theion�atom exhange interation taken into aount. Be-ause this method is umbersome, it may be simpli�edwith a partial loss of rigor but with small aurayloss. Nevertheless, at least one aurate evaluation isneeded in the asymptotially aurate sheme in orderto know the auray of various approximate methods.This proedure is ful�lled in this paper in the ase ofoxygen.This paper is supported in part by the RFBR (grant� 04-03-32736) and the grant LSS-1958.2003.2.REFERENCES1. R. S. Mulliken, Rev. Mod. Phys. 2, 60 (1930).2. F. Hund, Zs. Phys. 36, 637 (1936).3. L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Quantum Mehan-is, Pergamon Press, London (1980).4. E. E. Nikitin, Optika and Spetr. 22, 379 (1966).730
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